
For three days, from 5 to 7
November, at the ADLUX International
Convention Centre in Kochi, the focus
was on organic. BIOFACH INDIA
together with INDIA ORGANIC brought
together 3,345 visitors with 175 organic
exhibitors. The organic materials which
India has to offer were shown among
others by Indian states on their pavilions,
including Kerala, Assam and Karnataka.

Government representatives along with
certifying companies were also repre-
sented in large numbers. Parallel to the
trade fair, the “Sustainability
Development Goals through Organics”
international conference was held. This
was staged by the International
Competence Centre of Organic
Agriculture (ICCOA), which is organizing
the trade fair in cooperation with
NürnbergMesse India, and brought 22
international speakers together with 149
participants in a stimulating dialogue. In
this connection, BIOFACH INDIA
together with INDIA ORGANIC presented
the optimum mix of trade fair and spe-
cialist congress.

Sonia Prashar, Managing Director
NürnbergMesse India, believes that the
event could not have gone better:
“Kerala is simply the ideal venue. We
receive a great deal of support from the
government and are repeatedly surprised
at the significance attached to organic
farming here. Organic products are
becoming increasingly popular in India
and the sector is consistently growing.
Here, BIOFACH INDIA together with
INDIA ORGANIC offers the ideal business
platform. We once again reached not

only organic products players, but also
the end-consumers, which I'm absolutely
delighted with.” Manoj Menon, Executive
Director ICCOA, is also full of praise:
“Since its premiere in 2009, BIOFACH
INDIA together with INDIA ORGANIC
has been developing positively. It repeat-
edly places the focus on the organic
theme and offers its participants the
opportunity to do good business and
make beneficial contacts. ICCOA works
with governments and private organiza-
tions from at least 14 Indian states with
the aim of making organic products even
more popular. Each year we are delighted
to have the opportunity to co-organize
this trade fair.”

Buyer and Seller Meets:
Complete success

“I was also particularly delighted with
the brisk participation in the Buyer and
Seller Meets”, Manoj Menon went on to
say. In the total of 273 discussions and
meetings, 23 buyers from Europe, the USA,
the Middle East and Asia along with India
were all involved. The value of the business
transactions resulting from these discus-
sions is 22 percent higher than the previous
year (2014: 8 million US Dollars).

BIOFACH INDIA 2015:
Well received in Kochi
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Farmer Workshop:
Convincing Indian farmers about
organic products

The significance of organic farming is
continuing to increase in India. For this
reason, on the second day of the fair, an
information event was held for Indian
farmers with the aim of convincing them
about organic farming and showing them
market strategies for organic products
along with development opportunities on
the organic products market. At the end
of the event various stands were pre-
sented with an award: one of the Indian
spice chambers was selected as the best
state Pavilion. In the private sector the
Nature Bio-Foods Private Ltd. stand was
the one they all had to beat. The most
attractive small pavilion was presented by
Mehrotra Consumer Products Ltd.

Organic Food Court and Consumer
Connect: Getting to know organic

In addition to trade visitors, end-con-
sumers also informed themselves at BIO-
FACH INDIA together with INDIA
ORGANIC. Here, the event fulfils an

enormous educational mandate and
through diverse consumer-orientated for-
mats acquaints interested parties with the
organic theme. In order to taste the dif-
ference between conventional food, once
again this year an Organic Food Court
was set up in which exhibitors and visitors
were able to taste and sample both north-
ern as well as southern Indian cuisine.
One focal point here was rice specialties.
On the last day of the fair the already
established Consumer Connect Program
was also held, in which 130 school pupils
participated. Dieticians and nutritionists
focused attention on the advantages of
an organic lifestyle for this young target
group. The event was rounded off by a
quiz round in which the recently acquired
know-how on organic products was
tested. The winners received an organic
gift hamper.

Exhibitors satisfied throughout

There was nothing but positive feed-
back from the exhibitors too. Kaviya
Sathyamurthi, Brand Manager at Texyard
International, says: “This year we exhib-
ited at BIOFACH INDIA together with

INDIA ORGANIC for the first time and

had a fantastic response. The mood was

very informal and we got great feedback.

We will benefit from the discussions with

the visitors. I am very grateful for this

wonderful start in the organic sector.”

Sanjeev Bhatt, Managing Director at

Radico, is also looking back on a success-

ful fair: “This year we had innumerable

valuable discussions on our stand. We

came into contact with many new retail-

ers and middlemen on our stand. This will

no doubt result in business deals. In short:

good visitor quality, good business!”

The next BIOFACH events:

� BIOFACH, Nuremberg: 10–13

February 2016.

� ORGANIC EXPO together with BIO-

FACH JAPAN, Tokyo: 10–12 February

2016.

� BIOFACH CHINA, Shanghai: 26–28

May 2016.

� BIOFACH AMERICA LATINA, São

Paulo: 8–11 June 2016.

� BIOFACH AMERICA, Baltimore: 22-

24 September 2016.�
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